Telomeres, DNA found at the ends of chromosomes, change over the life course in response to the environment and vary across tissues. 1, 2 Nonetheless, the majority of variance in telomere length (TL) between close relatives is accounted for by relatedness (ie, it is highly heritable). 3 The inheritance patterns of TL are characterized by two types of peculiar parental effects. First, it is now well established that paternal age at conception predicts offspring TL. 3 Second, until the recent publication by Broer et al. 3 in this journal, there was convincing evidence that the correlation between father and offspring blood TL is greater than the correlation between mother and offspring TL (P ¼ 0.004; Table 1 ). Broer et al. 3 examined fatheroffspring and mother-offspring correlations in TL across four different populations, leading to a sample size that was more than threefold larger than all previous studies combined. Their results, contrary to previous findings, showed that the mother-offspring TL correlation was substantially larger than the father-offspring correlation (P ¼ 0.007; Table 1 ).
Inspired by Broer et al's 3 results I have conducted a meta-analysis to estimate the mean parent-offspring correlations across all human studies and to determine whether the variability in results are likely to reflect statistical noise. These questions have important implications, including for how studies looking for the molecular genetic determinants of TL should be designed, and the response of populations to natural selection. After combining correlation coefficients across all studies no significant difference between mother-offspring and father-offspring TL correlations is evident (Table 1 ; z ¼ À0.91, P ¼ 0.36; using Fisher's r to Z-transformation 4, 5 ). In order to quantify the difference in father-offspring versus mother-offspring correlations within each study, the correlations between motheroffspring and father-offspring pairs were transformed using Fisher's r to Z-transformation 4,5 and the difference taken. These difference values varied significantly across studies (randomeffects model: Q 7 ¼ 30.67, Po0.0001). 6 In fact, the degree of heterogeneity is considerable, with an estimated 81.5% of the variability across studies being due to heterogeneity rather than sampling error (I 2 -value). This suggests that there are different mother/father correlations with offspring TL in different studies, beyond the differences expected just due to sampling noise and also calls into question the meaning of pooling average effects across all studies.
Before proceeding, I note that two studies of relevance to the question of mother/father correlations with offspring TL did not contain comparable statistical measures to allow formal inclusion in the above meta-analysis, but provide contrary results to those of Broer et al. 3 A recent study 7 reported a greater father-offspring than mother-offspring heritability in Saudi families, but did not list interpretable sample sizes or correlation coefficients. In a Filipino population, it was recently shown that not only do older fathers have offspring with longer TL, but older paternal grandfathers at the conception of father predicts longer TL in grandchildren. 8 However, there was no significant association between grandchild's TL and maternal grandfathers' age at mothers' conception. This pattern might be explained by a lower heritability of TL transmitted from mothers than from fathers.
Thus, across studies there appears to be substantial unexplained heterogeneity in TL heritability patterns. Potential causes of this heterogeneity that I will briefly explore below include measurement error, publication bias, methodological variation across studies, and biological or cultural differences across populations.
Telomere length is always measured with considerable, but varying degrees of error. 9, 10 Might this measurement error influence heterogeneity across studies? Random measurement error attenuates the estimated association between correlated variables and thus will generally cause lower estimated parent-offspring correlations than precisely measured estimates. However, as random measurement error will on average attenuate both father-offspring and motheroffspring correlations equally, it is unlikely to explain the sometimes significantly greater father-offspring correlations and sometimes greater mother-offspring correlations. On the other hand, random measurement error could explain sometimes finding a significant difference in correlations and sometimes not. Comparable descriptive statistics of measurement error are not reported in the studies, so it is not possible to empirically asses the relationship between measurement error and outcomes.
Publication bias is known to be a widespread problem in the scientific literature. 11 These biases tend to favor publishing results with P-values less than 0.05 or results that support particular theories or interests. It is possible that publication bias for 'significant' findings is a cause of the heterogeneity outlined above, although the fact that the first publication to report a greater father-offspring than motheroffspring correlation contains no formal significance test of the difference between these correlations suggests that this was not a factor in determining publication in this case. 12 Also arguing against publication bias as an explanation is that whether there is greater paternal or maternal inheritance of TL does not seem to be a topic where there are vested interests in producing a particular outcome (at least from my reading of the literature). Another potential explanation for the heterogeneity is the variation across studies in recruitment and study designs. As it has been demonstrated in one study that both father-offspring and motheroffspring TL correlations may decrease with age, 13 it is possible that accounting for inter-study variation in parental ages will help explain inter-study variation. As well, paternal age predicts offspring TL, so a study population having a greater range of paternal ages might attenuate the father-offspring TL correlation. Unfortunately, neither paternal nor maternal ages are comparably reported across studies to permit evaluation of these suggestions. Other variations in studies such as the type of family cohort (ie, parent-offspring versus multigenerational), TL measurement technique or covariates included in analyses might also play a role in causing the heterogeneity in results-although particularly how this might play out is not clear.
It is also possible that the different populations from which the samples from each study were drawn from actually differ in more fundamental ways that explain the differences in parent-offspring correlations. Differences in genetics, epigenetics, environmental or cultural conditions could all be potential causes. However, all studies included in the meta-analysis (Table 1) , like most genetics studies, 14 were conducted within European descendant populations. There are no obvious reasons why these source populations should be expected to differ in ways that account for this heterogeneity across the narrow range of variation exhibited in these European descendant populations living in high-income countries.
Broer et al. 3 provide a large well-designed examination of the paternal and maternal inheritance patterns of TL that must be taken seriously. However, when viewed together with all of the available studies of the topic (all of those studies in Table 1 plus two others that are suggestive of greater father-offspring heritability 7, 8 ) there is no clear conclusion that can be drawn. Some studies show stronger father-offspring correlations, some show stronger mother-offspring correlations and this is unlikely to be just statistical noise or publication bias. Instead this heterogeneity points to the importance of unobserved varying factors across studies-perhaps parental ages. While much research has understandably focused on environmental and specific molecular genetic determinants of TL, more examination of the prominent sex-specific parental effects described here could shed new light on both genetic and environmental determinants of TL.
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